Abstract-Acquired 3D point cloud data, whether from active sensors directly or from stereo-matching algorithms indirectly, typically contain non-negligible noise. To address the point cloud denoising problem, we propose a local graph-based algorithm. Specifically, given a k-nearest-neighbor graph of the 3D points, we first approximate it with a bipartite graph (independent sets of red and blue nodes) using a KL divergence criterion. For each partite of nodes (say red), we first define surface normal of each red node using 3D coordinates of neighboring blue nodes, so that red node normals n can be written as a linear function of red node coordinates p. We then formulate a convex optimization problem, with a quadratic fidelity term p − q 2 2 given noisy observed red coordinates q and a graph total variation (GTV) regularization term for surface normals of neighboring red nodes. We minimize the resulting l2-l1-norm using alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) and proximal gradient descent. The two partites of nodes are alternately optimized until convergence. Experimental results show that compared to state-of-the-art schemes with similar complexity, our proposed algorithm achieves the best overall denoising performance objectively and subjectively.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Point cloud is now a popular representation of 3D visual data in signal processing, and there are ongoing efforts in standardization bodies such as MPEG 1 and JPEG-PLENO 2 to efficiently compress the data. Point cloud can be acquired directly using active sensors like Microsoft Kinect cameras, or computed indirectly from multiple viewpoint images using existing stereo-matching algorithms [1] . In either case, acquired point cloud data tend to be noisy, and thus denoising should be performed prior to compression. We address the point cloud denoising problem in this paper. Typically, an inverse problem like image super-resolution or deblurring [2] is ill-posed and requires a suitable regularization term to formulate a mathematically rigorous optimization problem. Because point cloud data are irregularly sampled in 3D space, typical signal priors like total variation (TV) [3] cannot be directly used. While graph variant of TV (called GTV) has been proposed [4] , [5] , applying GTV directly on the 3D point coordinates, as done in [6] , is not appropriate, because GTV of coordinates promotes variational proximity of 3D points, and only a singular 3D point cloud has zero GTV value.
In this paper, we argue that GTV is more appropriately applied to the surface normals of the 3D point cloud, so that GTV promotes smooth object surfaces like a tabletop-a generalization of functional smoothness in conventional TV to 3D geometry. While there exist numerous methods to compute surface normals of 3D point clouds [7] - [11] , the computations are typically nonlinear, resulting in difficult optimizations.
To alleviate this problem, we propose to first partition the 3D point cloud data into two disjoint sets via bipartite graph approximation [12] of a k-nearest-neighbor graph, resulting in two independent sets of nodes (say red and blue). For each partite of nodes (say red), we then define surface normal of each red node using 3D coordinates of neighboring blue nodes; this results in a linear relationship between surface normals n and 3D coordinates p of the red nodes. We then formulate an objective composing of a quadratic fidelity term p − q 2 2 given noisy observed red coordinates q and a GTV for surface normals of neighboring red nodes. We can now minimize efficiently the resulting convex l 2 -l 1 -norm using alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) and proximal gradient descent [13] , [14] . The two partites of nodes are alternately optimized until convergence. Experimental results show that compared to state-of-the-art local schemes with similar complexity, our proposed algorithm achieves the best overall denoising performance objectively and subjectively.
The outline of the paper is as follows. We first overview related works in Section II. We define necessary fundamental concepts in Section III. We formulate our optimization and present our algorithm in Section IV. Finally, experiments and conclusion are presented in Section V and VI, respectively.
II. RELATED WORK
Existing work on point cloud denoising can be roughly divided into four categories: moving least squares (MLS)-based methods, locally optimal projection (LOP)-based methods, sparsity-based methods, and non-local similarity-based method. MLS-based method. In MLS-based methods, a smooth surface is approximated from the input point cloud, and these points are projected to the resulting surface. To construct the surface, [15] first finds a best-fitting local reference domain for a neighborhood of points in terms of MLS. Then a function is defined above the reference domain by fitting a polynomial function to neighboring data. However, if a point cloud has high curvatures on its underlying surface, then this method becomes unstable. In response, several solutions have been proposed, e.g., algebraic point set surfaces (APSS) [16] and its variant [17] and robust implicit MLS (RIMLS) [18] . Although, these methods can robustly generate a smooth surface from extremely noisy input, they can over-smooth as a result [19] . LOP-based methods: Compared to MLS-based method, LOP-based methods do not compute explicit parameters for the point cloud surface. For example, [20] generates a set of points that represent the underlying surface while enforcing a uniform distribution over the point cloud. There are two main modifications to [20] . The first is weighted LOP (WLOP) [21] that provides a more uniformly distributed output by adapting a new term to prevent a given point from being too close to other neighboring points. The second is anisotropic WLOP (AWLOP) [22] that preserves sharp features using an anisotropic weighting function. However, LOP-based methods also suffer from over-smoothing due to the use of local operators [19] . Sparsity-based methods: There are two main steps in sparsity-based methods. First, a sparse reconstruction of the surface normals is obtained by solving a global minimization problem with sparsity regularization. Then the point positions are updated by solving another global minimization problem based on a local planar assumption. Some of the examples include [23] that utilizes l 1 regularization, and [24] that uses l 0 regularization. However, when the noise level is high, these methods also lead to over-smoothing or over-sharpening [19] . Non-local methods: Non-local methods generalize the concepts in non-local means (NLM) [25] and BM3D [26] image denoising algorithms to point cloud denoising. These methods rely on the self-similarity characteristic among surface patches in the point cloud. A method proposed in [27] utilizes a NLM algorithm, while a method in [28] is inspired by the BM3D algorithm. In addition, recently, [29] defines self-similarity among patches formally as a low-dimensional manifold prior [30] . Although, non-local methods achieve state-of-the-art performance, their computational complexity is often too high. Compared to these methods, the proposed algorithm is a local method and does not require non-local similar patch search.
III. PRELIMINARIES

3D Point Cloud:
We define a point cloud as a set of discrete sampling (roughly uniform) of 3D coordinates of an object's 2D surface in 3D space. Let q = q
be the position vector for the point cloud, where q i ∈ R 3 is the 3D coordinate of a point i, and N is the number of points in the point cloud. Noise-corrupted q can be simply modeled as q = p + e, where p are the true 3D coordinates, e is a zero-mean signal-independent noise, where p, e ∈ R 3N . To recover the true positions p, we define surface-normal-based GTV as the regularization term for the ill-posed problem. Graph Definition: We define graph-related concepts needed in our work. Consider an undirected graph G = (V, E) composed a node set V and an edge set E specified by (i, j, w i,j ), where i, j ∈ V and w i,j ∈ R + is the edge weight that reflects the similarity between nodes i and j. Graph G can be characterized by its adjacency matrix W with W(i, j) = w i,j . Moreover, D denotes the diagonal degree matrix where entry D(i, i) = j w i,j . Given W and D, the combinatorial graph Laplacian matrix is defined as L = D − W. A graph-signal assigns a scalar value to each node, denoted by
T . Graph Construction from a 3D Point Cloud: A common graph construction from a given point cloud is to construct a knearest-neighbor (k-NN) graph as it makes geometric structure explicit [31] . The set of points in a given point cloud is considered as nodes, and each node is connected through edges to its k nearest neighbors with weights which reflect inter-node similarities. In this paper, we choose the Euclidean distance between two nodes to measure similarity. For a given point cloud p = p
T , edge weight w i,j between nodes i and j is computed using a Gaussian kernel [32] as follows:
where σ p is a parameter. Surface Normals: A surface normal at a point i in a given 3D point cloud is a vector that is perpendicular to the tangent plane to that surface at i. Coordinates of the k nearest neighbors of i are used to obtain the surface at i. There are numerous methods [7] - [11] in the literature to define the normal to that surface at i. The most popular method is to fit a local plane to points in i and k nearest neighbors of i, and take the perpendicular vector to that plane (see e.g. [7] - [9] ). An attractive alternative to this approach is to calculate the normal vector as the weighted average of the normal vectors of the triangles formed by i and pairs of its neighbors (see e.g. [10] , [11] ).
IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Given two neighboring nodes i, j ∈ E for a constructed point cloud graph G = (V, E), when the underlying 2D surface is smooth, the corresponding (consistently oriented) surface normals at nodes i and j should be similar. Hence the piecewise smoothness (PWS) of the point cloud surface can be measured using GTV of surface normals over G as follows:
where n i ∈ R 3 is the surface normal at node i. Now we can formulate our point cloud denoising problem as a minimization of the defined GTV while keeping the points close to their original locations. Denote the 3D coordinate of a point/node i by a column vector p i and p = p
where |V| is the number of points in the point cloud. Here, p is the optimization variable, and n i 's are functions of p. Unfortunately, using state-of-art surface normal estimation methods, each n i is a nonlinear function of p i and its neighbors. Hence, it is difficult to formulate a clean convex optimization using GTV in (2) .
To overcome this issue, we first partition 3D points of the point cloud into two classes (say red and blue). When computing the surface normal for a red point, we consider only neighboring blue points, and vice versa. Towards this goal, we compute a bipartite graph approximation of the original graph G as follows.
A. Bipartite Graph Approximation
A bipartite graph B = (V 1 , V 2 , E ) is a graph whose nodes are divided into two disjoint sets V 1 and V 2 (i.e., red nodes and blue nodes respectively), such that each edge connects a node in V 1 to one in V 2 . Given an original graph G = (V, E), our goal is to find a bipartite graph B that is "closest" to G in some sense.
First, we assume that the generative model for graph-signal f is a Gaussian Markov random field (GMRF) [33] with respect to G. Specifically, f ∼ N (µ, Σ), where µ is the mean vector, and Σ is the covariance matrix specified by the graph Laplacian matrix L of G, i.e., Σ −1 = L + δI, where 1/δ is interpreted as the variance of the DC component for f . For simplicity, we assume µ = 0.
We now find a graph B whose distribution N B (0, Σ B ) is closest to N (0, Σ) in terms of Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD) [34] :
where Σ
−1 B
= L B + δI is the precision matrix of the GMRF specified by B, and L B is the graph Laplacian matrix of B. To minimize (3), we use an iterative greedy algorithm similar to the one proposed in [12] as follows.
For a given non-bipartite graph G, a bipartite graph B is built by adding nodes one-by-one into two disjoint sets (V 1 and V 2 ) and removing the edges within each set. First, we initialize one node set V 1 with one randomly chosen node, and V 2 is empty. Then, we use breadth-first search (BFS) [35] to explore nodes within one hop. To determine to which set among V 1 and V 2 the next node should be allocated, we calculate KLD D i KL where i = 1, 2, assuming the node is allocated to V 1 or V 2 respectively. The node is allocated to
KL , then the node is alternately allocated to V 1 and V 2 , so that the resulting sizes of the two node sets will be balanced.
An example for the bipartite graph approximation is shown in Fig. 1 . Here, we construct the original k-NN graph (with k = 6) using a small portion of Bunny point cloud model in [36] .
B. Normal Vector Estimation
We examine how n i is defined for a red node i. For this purpose, two nearest neighbor blue nodes (named k and l) that are not collinear with the red node i are used to compute a perpendicular vector to the 2D plane defined by nodes i, k and l (see Fig. 2 ). The corresponding 3D coordinates of nodes i, k, and l are denoted by p i = x i y i z i T ,
We define the normalized perpendicular vector n i to that plane as the surface normal at node i, computed as:
where '×' represents the symbol for vector cross product. We rewrite the cross product in (4) as follows:
Using (5), normal vector n i can be re-written as:
where Fig. 3(a) shows the surface normals (black arrows) calculated from (6) for red nodes in the graph in Fig. 1(b) . As shown in Fig. 3(a) , the orientations of the normal vectors obtained by (6) are not necessarily consistent across the 2D surface. To find consistent orientations of the surface normals, we fix the orientation of one normal vector and propagate this information to neighboring red points. Specifically, we use minimum spanning tree (MST) based approach proposed in [37] to do this propagation. First, a k-NN graph of red nodes is constructed with w i,j = 1 − |n T i n j |, where n i and n j are computed using (6) . Then, an arbitrary node of the graph is assumed to be the tree root, and the normal is propagated to its children nodes recursively. When the normal direction is propagated from node i to node j, if n T i n j is negative, then the direction of n j is reversed; otherwise it is left unchanged. Hence, consistently oriented normal vector can be written as: where α is 1 or −1 according to the consistent normal orientation. Fig. 3(b) shows surface normals for red nodes in Fig. 3(a) after consistent orienting alignment. In this paper, for simplicity we assume that the scalar values α and ||C i p i + d i || 2 remain constant when p i is being optimized. Hence, surface normal n i can be written as a linear function of 3D coordinates p i of the point i. Specifically,
where
is the initial vector of p i and α in is the value of α computed at p i = p in i .
C. Optimization Framework
After computing surface normals for each red node, we construct a new k-NN graph G = (V 1 , E 1 ) for red nodes, where V 1 is the set of red nodes and E 1 is the set of edges of the graph. Now for a given red node graph G, the resulting denoising objective is a l 2 -l 1 -norm minimization problem:
subject to linear constraint (8) , where γ is a weight parameter that trades off the fidelity term and GTV prior, and w i,j is the edge weight between node i and node j as defined in (1). To solve (9), we first rewrite it using the definition of m i,j = n i − n j :
again subject to constraint (8) .
To solve (10), we design a new algorithm based on Alternating Direct Method of Multipliers (ADMM) [13] with a nested proximal gradient descent [14] . We first write the linear constraint for each m i,j in matrix using our definition of n i = A i p i + b i in (8):
Specifically, for each m i,j , the corresponding block row in B has all zero matrices except block entries i and j have A i and −A j respectively. Moreover, for each m i,j , the
where ρ > 0 is a Lagrange multiplier. As typically done in ADMM, we solve (12) by alternately minimizing p and m and updating u one at a time in turn until convergence. 1) p minimization: To minimize p having m k and u k fixed, we take derivatives of (12) with respect to p, set it to 0 and solve for the closed form solution p k+1 :
where I is an identity matrix. We see that matrix 2I+ρB T B is positive definite (PD) for ρ > 0 and hence invertible. Further, the matrix is sparse and symmetric, hence (13) can be solved efficiently via conjugate gradient (CG) without full matrix inversion [38] .
2) m minimization: Keeping p k+1 and u k fixed, the minimization of m becomes:
where the first term is convex and differentiable, and the second term is convex but non-differentiable. We can thus use proximal gradient [14] to solve (14) . The first term has gradient ∆ m :
We can now define a proximal mapping prox g,t (m) for a convex, non-differentiable function g() with step size t as:
We know that for our weighted l 1 -norm in (14) , the proximal mapping is just a soft thresholding function:
where m i,j,r is the r-th entry of m i,j . We can now update m k+1 as:
We compute (18) iteratively until convergence.
3) u-update: Finally, we can update u k+1 simply:
p, m and u are iteratively optimized in turn using (13) , (18) and (19) until convergence. Following the procedure in Section IV-B and IV-C, two classes of nodes (i.e., red and blue) are alternately optimized until convergence.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed point cloud denoising method is compared with four existing methods: APSS [16] , RIMLS [18] , AWLOP [22] , and the state-of-the art moving robust principle component analysis (MRPCA) algorithm [24] . APSS and RIMLS are implemented with MeshLab software [39] , AWLOP is implemented with EAR software [22] , and MRPCA source code is provided by the author. Point cloud models we use are Bunny provided in [36] , Gargoyle, DC, Daratech, Anchor, Lordquas, Fandisk, and Laurana provided in [24] , [28] . Both numerical and visual comparisons are presented.
For the numerical comparisons, we measure the point-topoint (C2C) error and point to plane (C2P) error between ground truth and denoising results. In C2C error, we first measure the average of the squared Euclidean distances between ground truth points and their closest denoised points, and also that between the denoised points and their closest ground truth points. Then the average between these two measures is computed as C2C error. Although C2C error is a popular metric for point cloud evaluation, it fails to account for the fact that points in point clouds often represent surfaces in the structure. As an alternative, C2P error is introduced in [40] for evaluation of the geometric errors between two point clouds. Therefore, we use C2P error also for our evaluation in addition to C2C error. In C2P error, we first measure the average of the squared Euclidean distances between ground truth points and tangent planes at their closest denoised points, and also that between the denoised points and tangent planes at their closest ground truth points. Then the average between these two measures is computed as the C2P error.
Gaussian noise with zero mean and standard deviation σ of 0.1 and 0.3 is added to the 3D position of the point cloud. Numerical results are shown in Table I , and II (with C2C error) and in Table III , and IV (with C2P error), where the proposed method is shown to have the lowest C2C and C2P errors. In each experiment, the selected parameters are σ p = 1.5, ρ = 5, t = 0.1, γ = 0.05 when Gaussian noise with σ = 0.1, and γ = 0.1 when Gaussian noise with σ = 0.3. Moreover, k is set to 8 when constructing k−NN graphs. According to our experiments, on average, ADMM outer loop requires 25 iterations, and proximal gradient inner loop requires 20 iterations for convergence.
Apart from the numerical comparison, visual results for Anchor model and Daratech model are shown in Fig. 4 and 5 respectively. For Anchor model, existing schemes are undersmoothed and for Daratech model, and existing methods result in distorted surface with some details lost in addition to undersmoothing. However, for the proposed method, the details are well preserved without under-smoothing for both models.
VI. CONCLUSION
Denoising of 3D point cloud remains a fundamental and challenging problem. In this paper, we propose to apply graph total variation (GTV) to the surface normals of neighboring 3D points as regularization. By first partitioning points into two disjoint sets, one can define surface normals of one set as linear functions of the set's 3D coordinates. This leads naturally to a l 2 -l 1 -norm objective function, which can be optimized elegantly using ADMM and nested gradient descent. Experimental results show our proposal outperforms competing schemes with comparable complexity objectively and subjectively. 
